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Abstract 

This paper proposes an adaptive concurrent transmission 
protocol implemented in Wireless Mesh Network (WMN), 
which reduces the overhead due to signalling of the existing 
concurrent transmission protocols such as Medium Access 
Control (MAC) protocol with Acknowledgment and Parallel 
mechanism (MACA-P), Concurrent MAC with Short 
Signalling (CMAC-SS) and Distribution Coordination 
Function (DCF). DFC protocol is widely used and 
implemented in the existing IEEE 802.11b/g/n standard 
wireless networks. The use of DCF in WMN reduces the 
throughput per hop significantly due to exposed node 
avoidance mechanism such as Ready-to-Send and Clear-to-
Send (RTS-CTS) signalling which allows only one 
transaction per node at one time; meaning that the waiting 
delay is higher in Wireless Mesh Network (WMN). MACA-P 
and CMAC-SS protocols introduce concurrent transmission 
mechanism that allows multiple transactions per hop at one 
time. The results from the simulation show that the 
performance of CMAC-SS is better than the MACA-P. 
However the design of both MACA-P and CMAC-SS 
considers fixed size of signalling which makes the protocol 
not scalable when the number of user within the network 
increases. In order to provide scalability, an adaptive size of 
signalling is introduced in this paper by manipulating the 
broadcast nature of the wireless network within the slotted 
framework. Such adaptive mechanism improves scalability 
and also the throughput per hop by 45% compared to CMAC-
SS when the number of nodes is higher than 10. 

1 Introduction 
Adaptive Concurrent MAC or ACMAC protocol has been 
proposed to tackle the problem of concurrent transmission in 
WMN. The use of IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC is not practical in 
WMN because it does not allow concurrent transmission to 
take place [1]. When RTS-CTS is performed, exposed nodes 
problem happens which increase the network delay due to 
waiting time. The throughput drops significantly as the 
number of hops and user density grows. Medium Access 

Control with Collision Avoidance and Parallel transmission 
or MACA-P protocol is one of the solutions that had been 
proposed to enable concurrent transmission in multi-hop 
network [2]. MACA-P introduces additional control packets 
to coordinate concurrent transmission with the first node 
initiates transmission considered to be the master of the 
network. Other nodes that have data packets to be sent will 
have to follow the timing of the master. However the number 
of nodes that can involves in the concurrent transmission is 
fixed and depends on the length of the allowed control part. 
number of nodes requires concurrent transmission is greater 
than the number of nodes allowed for concurrent transmission 
by the control phase, the remaining nodes are eventually in 
exposed state. This problem leads to scalability issue in the 
implementation of MACA-P in WMN. 

In order to solve the scalability problem, in this paper we 
introduce a new approach where the size of the control phase 
can be changed adaptively depending on the number of nodes 
requesting for concurrent transmission. By this approach, we 
demonstrate that the scalability problem can be solved while 
increasing the network throughput.    

Section 1 introduces the problem of exposed node in WMN 
and various concurrent transmission technique to combat the 
problem. The network model and the proposed ACMAC 
protocol operation are explained in details in Section 2 and 
the performance of the proposed protocol are evaluated and 
analyzed in Section 3. Finally the paper is concluded in 
Section 4. 

2 Network Model 
The basic components of the network model for WMN is 
basically consisting of mesh routers, mesh clients, and 
gateway(s) to the Internet as shown in Figure 1. There are M 
mesh routers and N mesh clients. The number of mesh router 
is fixed at three (denoted as routers X, Y, and Z). Meanwhile 
the number of active mesh clients allowed per concurrent 
transmission is three (denoted as A, B, and C) due to the 
constraint introduced by the number of mesh routers. The 
total number of active mesh nodes is given as n.  

The system operates at 2.4 GHz with single channel 
configuration for both mesh client and router 
communications. Consider the network model working on 
line of sight area, the radius of the mesh router coverage is r 



(in meter) and radius of the mesh client is d (in meter).  
The routers are connected to each other in mesh fashion 

and mesh clients connected to one of the mesh routers in star 
topology manner. The uplink communication from the mesh 
client to the mesh router is the focus of this paper with 
transmission is initiated by the mesh clients. 

3 Protocol Description  
The proposed ACMAC protocol is to enable the concurrent 
transmission while reducing the exposed node problem. The 
number of concurrent transmissions is depending on the 
number of active node n and the size of the time slot. The size 
of one time slot is fixed at 20us [9]. 

When a node has data packet ready to be sent, the 
transmission begins by the source node transmitting 
advertisement packet (AP) to its mesh router inside the source 
node coverage, d.  Once a mesh router receives AP, it will 
generate a broadcast packet (BP) and immediately broadcasts 
the BP packet to all nodes inside its coverage r.  If a mesh 
router has data packet to be sent, it will transmit BP packet 
immediately to all nodes inside its coverage area, r. 

After the reception of the BP packet, if a node is a mesh 
client, the node updates their neighbours list and after that 
discards the broadcast packet. If a node is a mesh router, the 
packet will be broadcasted immediately to all nodes inside its 
coverage.  

To enable the concurrent transmission, any active mesh 
clients will observe the duration field of BP packet in order to 
align their data packet transmission with the source node.  All 
the active nodes including the source node will wait for two 
time slots period (40us), and if there is no reception of BP 
packet, the concurrent transmission begins. By introducing 
this waiting period after neighbours list update, the length of 
the control phase can be adjusted dynamically based on the 
number of active nodes involved in concurrent transmission. 
The concurrent transmission is shown in Figure 2 in the form 
of timing diagram. 

 

 
Figure 1: Network Model with Three Actice Nodes. 

 

 
Figure 2: Timing Diagram of Adaptive Concurrent MAC 
 
 

 

 
Figure 3: Advertisement and Broadcast Packet Format 

4 Performance Analysis 
The performance of the network is depending on the number 
of active user, the data packet size and overhead introduced 
by the control phase. The delay is defined as the time 
consumes for data packet travels from the source node (mesh 
client) to destination node (mesh router). The mathematical 
modelling below must be considered for all the protocols to 
be compared with ACMAC and the then results are evaluated 
and analyzed. 

Figure 4 shows the performance of three MAC protocols 
ACMAC, CMAC-SS and DCF MAC. In this case only one 
node is active for transmission, which means concurrent 
transmission is not allowed. It is clear that ACMAC is 
comparable to DCF and the difference is very small and can 
be neglected. Both ACMAC and DCF outperform CMAC-SS 
when the packet size is below than 1600 Bytes. However 
above 1600 Bytes, CMAC-SS starts to outperform both 
ACMAC and DCF protocols.  

Figure 5(a) shows the performance of all three protocols 
when concurrent transmission is allowed with the number of 
active nodes is 2. The ACMAC protocol improves the 
throughput by 4.5% compared to CMAC-SS and by 56% 
compared to DCF. By enabling the concurrent transmission at 
the network, the throughput for DCF MAC is dropping 
because of the NAV of the expose node. Furthermore when 
the number of active nodes is increased to 10, ACMAC 
outperforms both CMAC-SS and DCF protocols by 
improving the throughput to 45.45% and 85% respectively as 
shown in Figure 5(b).  

5 Conclusions 
This paper presents an improved concurrent MAC protocol or 
known as ACMAC which has improved the throughput of the 
existing concurrent MAC protocols for wireless mesh 
network. The analysis shows that the ACMAC outperforms 
both CMAC-SS and DCF protocols over than 45% in 
throughput improvement. 
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Figure 4: Throughput vs. Packet Size for MACs when n =1 
 

 
Figure 5(a): Throughput vs. Packet Size when n = 2 
Figure 5(b): Throughput vs. Packet Size when n = 10. 
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